The first ICC liaison officer's meeting was approved by the PEB, after a
proposal from the chairman of ICC commission Juliana Papné Végs . This
was a pilot project and because it was successful, similar meetings would be
followed by the other commissions.
The National Cultural Liaison Officer Seminar helped the liaison officers to
understand cultural activities that promoted within the IPA. It gave them
additional knowledge and networking opportunities with their peers to develop
more cultural activities in their Sections.
The ICC commission members arrived to Cyprus to participate in the meeting
to advise the participants how to behave and work as ICC liaison officers.
Unfortunately out of 63 sections only 18 attended. ICC hopes that the
following meetings will have more participants and liaison officers of the
international commissions will follow the advice and recommendations of the
PEB and the chairmen of the respective commission for the benefit of the
sections and the members.
The seminar was opened with the blessing of the International President,
Michael Odysseos. After taking a group photo the workshop was chaired by
Julianna Papné Végs and Eija Aspholm.

The seminar program was:
1. Participants’ introduction
2. What is cultural activity? -ICC chairman Julianna P. Végs
3. IYG International Youth Gathering- Manel Castellvi
4. Date for international IPA day- Juliana P. Végs
5. Competitions, archives and social network - Eran Israel
6. IPA’s short article competition – Eija Aspholm
7. Other cultural activities and hobbies- Spiros Fotoglou
8. ICC Annual Reports- Phil Bailey
9. Seminar summary- Julianna P.Végs
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ICC commission members
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Participants’ evaluation of the seminar
All the ICC members prepared presentations on their topics which everybody
can get from Julianna Papné Végs with the full report of the seminar.
The seminar was included an arrival day, a social day with excursion to
Nicosia, a workshop day and a departure day.
On behalf of the ICC and the participants Julianna would like to thank the
excellent organization for the Cyprus Section and especially for the Limassol
Region.

